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December Facebook Post:
Construction of 6 model latrines in La Reforma has started. These latrines will not only generate
interest in the community for next year, but each sanitation promoter must implement projects to
improve the sanitation or public health of their household to show the community. One family already
constructed a new, wide bridge before the rainy season, one added another outside faucet near
where their latrine will be to wash their hands, one has started to put up chicken wire fencing to keep
the ferrel animals from entering their house and eating the garden they are planning to make, and
one made a brick stove that is heat efficient, saves firewood, and reduces the smoke. What a group
of ladies!

Introduction:
Thanks to the JJCF over the last nine months I was able to take part in almost every aspect
of the nonprofit work realized by Etta Projects. After taking a month of language school
and a little time getting to know staff and the organization I was able to adapt and change
my goals/ objectives and I was able to complete a lot of work in a relatively short amount
of time. This included creating a central document website, helping revise finances,
working extensively with the ecological latrine program, updating social media, and
helping with other programs. It also served as a time of huge personal growth and
reflection.
Translations and Monthly Reports:
During my time with Etta Projects I translated monthly and final reports for foundation
updates and Facebook updates. I also helped translate during our strategic planning
process. These translations helped me see the repetition in the reports and led me to
create an updated monthly report format.
Social Media/ Sharepoint:
While interning in the U.S. with Etta Projects I saw a need for improved communication and
document sharing between the Bolivian and U.S. offices. For my first large project I created
and implemented a SharePoint website to share documents, photos, and a calendar. This
private website allows staff with Internet to
access and control central documents without
the fear of transmitting viruses from computer
to computer and without having to send
multiple emails with attachments. Staff now
use the tool regularly to upload monthly
reports, final reports, and photos. As time
passes I will be available to answer questions
staff have about SharePoint and help to
further organize the tool.
I also used my time to try to capture Etta Project’s impact in the communities where we
work to share with people in the U.S. through Facebook posts and articles for newsletters.
Manuals:
Though I did not complete the volunteer manual I had hoped to, I at least started the
process and with the other volunteers from this year I will continue to add to it. I did,
however, complete the ecological composting latrine manual which just needs to be revised
by both a native Spanish speaker and a professional construction worker to check for
errors and revise the contents. This manual will serve not only for future construction
managers for Etta Projects latrine program but also as a guide for individuals wishing to
construct their own latrines outside of Etta Projects funding and guidance.

Strategic Planning:
Throughout the course of the year Etta Projects has seen through a lot of changes. A large
portion of the staff both in Bolivia and the United States changed, making a difficult
transition year to complete projects and to create a sense of team. Despite these setbacks
the organization now has a new energy and vision that the strategic planning process has
helped to solidify. With the new co‐director and various new Bolivian staff members we
strategically thought about how we want to work, not specifically where. We came to the
conclusion that our projects have the most impact when we work from various aspects in a

Figure 1 Map of most of the communities we work in. We plan to strategically work in regions to improve our
impact and sustainability.

certain community, when we work in the culture and in the areas the we know well, and
when we can dedicate most of our time to our work without accumulating too much
driving or transportation time. Therefore in the future we will strategically continuously
work with clusters of communities to implement our most successful projects such as
ecological latrines and health, but also look for other needs in the communities to have
more integrated projects. Some examples focus on women’s rights, complete sanitation, or
home gardens to use the latrine’s compost. With our new mission statement and new
vision of how we work I believe we can have a larger impact in the future.
Latrine Construction:

Since my arrival in Bolivia I worked mostly with the ecological latrine program. I worked
with the first construction coordinator to write a manual on latrine construction and help
the transition of the program when the former coordinator resigned from Etta Projects.
Later, when another staff member received a scholarship with iLEAP to go the United
States I implemented everything I learned over the year to manage the project myself for
the last two months.
Latrine Construction: La Reforma
In the community La
Reforma I managed the
construction of 6 model
latrines in the community
to inspire others for the
upcoming year and gave
workshops on the use of a
latrine, hygiene, and
sanitation. All of the
families of these model
latrines implemented and
continue implementing
sanitation projects to
improve their homes
including filters for
greywater from their
showers or faucets, trash
cleanup and separation in
the household, and tree
planting. In the future
most plan on
implementing a garden to
use the latrine compost
and will work on a feral
animal campaign to
prevent pigs, chickens, and
cows from eating people’s
plants, gardens, and from
bringing diseases into the
household.

Latrine Construction: La Banda
In the region of La Banda I took over the latrine
program to complete the construction of 55
ecological latrines in four communities. I learned
how to manage a team of construction workers,
gain respect within the communities, and my time
spent in my tent in the communities taught me what
like if like in the rural, sugarcane dominated area of
lowland Bolivia. In these communities I also helped
give workshops on latrine use. With the team we
were able to work together to conduct house visits,
create a follow‐up plan during the rainy season, and
complete all of the construction and education work
before the end of the year. Though the rainy season
caused the project to start a few months behind, the
collaborative effort allowed us to complete our
objectives.
Reflection:
Though most of my objectives completely changed
for my work with Etta Projects in Bolivia and
though I was unable to complete many of the items I Figure 2 "Thanks to this project I have my latrine"
would have liked to, I was able to take part in
almost every aspect of the organization and feel
useful in various ways. Though living in a rapidly growing city with almost no healthy
infrastructure (parks, libraries, things to do in ones off times, places for exercise, and
central meeting places) and in a tropical climate challenged me physically, mentally, and
emotionally I was able to find people to depend on and ways to feel fulfilled. In the future I
hope that Etta Projects can use volunteers in ways that make them feel useful and part of a
team. I know this experience has given me innumerable life and work experiences that will
serve me personally and in a work setting for years in the future. I can now define and
defend what I believe in, and I can’t wait to take the confidence and conviction I acquired
during my volunteer time to other work and volunteer settings to improve the social and
environmental health of my surroundings. I know all of theses qualities will help me as I
work in the full time position of Construction and Sanitation Coordinator this upcoming
year with Etta Projects again!

Figure 3 Places like the Tukavaca Valley inspire me to work towards a healthier Bolivia environmentally and
with public health.

